Abstract
Introduction
Due to the heterogeneity and independency of the data sources and data repositories, measuring the semantic similarity of two different ontologies is critical in information retrieval, information integration and semantic web queries. Currently there is no such tool available on internet due to the complexity of existing ontology comparison algorithms and certain requirement of human involvement in these algorithms [1, 2, 3] . In this paper, we fill the void by developing a web service for ontology comparison based on a novel senses refinement algorithm, which builds senses sets to accurately represent the concepts and semantic constraints of the input ontologies.
Ontology Difference
We use senses set of an ontology to represent its semantics. A senses set of a class entity is a set of synonym words denoting the concept of the entity. A senses set of an ontology is obtained by extracting synonym words related to the ontology semantics from the senses sets of all concepts in the ontology. Assume the senses set of Target ontology is T and the senses set of Source ontology is S. The difference of set T from set S, denoted by S T − , is defined as
. Then the semantic difference between two ontologies can be calculated as
Efficient Ontology Comparison
We propose a senses refinement algorithm that can efficiently and accurately measure the difference of two given ontologies.
Senses Refinement Algorithm
We propose the senses refinement algorithm in Figure  1 . This algorithm automatically extracts the synonym words and relations in an ontology from the electronic lexical database WordNet [4] and refines the senses set of the ontology based on the semantic relationships between the parent concepts and the children concepts. 
return Q; end 
Ontology Comparison Based on SR Algorithm
Using the proposed senses refinement algorithm, we design a simple ontology comparison algorithm in Figure  2 . This algorithm takes two ontologies as the input parameters and returns their semantic difference in numeric value.
Web service for ontology comparison
To provide an online ontology comparison tool, we integrate our proposed ontology comparison algorithm into a web service [5] , OntoCmpService, which accepts a pair of ontologies written in OWL and returns a numeric value to represent their semantic difference. The web service OntoCmpService makes use of the online electronic lexical database WordNet to generate senses sets for the input ontologies. We use J2EE SDK from Sun Microsystems as our development tool. OntoCmpService is implemented using JAX-RPC. It has a single interface class OntoIF that specifies the web service methods exposed to the public.
In OntoCmpService, the exposed method is ontoCompare which is implemented in the class OntoImpl. The wscompile tool converts the Web Service interface to a WSDL file. We use Jena 2.1 Semantic web framework from HP labs to extract the concept labels and relationships from the input OWL files. The web service is deployed using Sun's Java systems Application Server.
The interactions between the client and our OntoCmpService are depicted in Figure 3 .
When a client requests for the ontology comparison web service, a WSDL file for OntoCmpService is returned to the client. The client then uses the stub class generated from WSDL file to call ontoCompare method for ontology comparison.
Conclusion and future studies
In this paper, we develop a web service for ontology comparison based on our proposed senses refinement algorithm, which builds senses sets to represent the semantics of input ontologies. The senses refinement algorithm automatically extracts senses from the electronic lexical database WordNet (locally installed or online), removes unnecessary senses based on the relationship among the class entities of the ontology, and specifies relations and constraints of the concepts in the refined senses set. The senses refinement converts the measurement of ontology semantic difference into simple set operations based on set theory, thus ensures the efficiency and accuracy of the ontology comparison.
The proposed senses refinement algorithm focuses on "is-a" relations of the class entities to discover the semantics of the ontology. Although "is-a" relation is the most common relation used in ontology, the "partwhole" relations [6] , including "part-of", "whole-of" and "has-a" relations, may be used to further define the ontology semantics. Furthermore, attributes, functions and parts may be used to denote detailed semantic features about the class entities in ontology. We are currently extending the senses refinement algorithm so that it can integrate the "part-whole" relations and semantic features of class entities into the senses set construction for ontology comparison. 
